
Project Spotlight
Underground Foundation Erosion - Long Island, NY

Background Information

Homes that are built near the water face some unique elemental 
hazards that homes built inland do not experience.  One of these 
potential hazards is the potential erosion of the earth underneath 
a home’s foundation.  This is exactly what happened to a Long 
Island, NY home in 2015.  The soil underneath the house was 
rapidly eroding, posing a threat to the home’s entire structure and 
foundation.  This was a problem that needed a quick yet long-term 
solution, if the house was to reamin habitable for years to come.
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Installers:  Building Structures Unlimited

Project Details

The home residents consulted with Building Structures Unlimited 
to determine the best solution for maintaining the structural 
integrity of their home.  Building Structures Unlimted chose to 
install AQUAERIX™, a permeable low-density celullar concrete 
(PLDCC) to fill the growing void beneath the house.

During the installation process, the concrete was first dumped 
from a ready mix truck, into a concrete pump, and from there, 
pumped for a length of 50 feet directly into the void beneath the 
house.  The foam was then in-line injected using Aerix Industries, 
Inc. Auto Foam Generator (AFG) foam injection system.  The 
entire project was completed within one day.

Aerix Added Value

PLDCC was an ideal solution for filling the void beneath this 
house because it not only provided the compressive strength 
needed to support the structure but also provided the lighweight 
characteristics needed to a void displacing additional soil under-
neath the home’s foundation.  In addition, the permeable qualities 
of PLDCC meant that it would be able to absorb significant 
amounts of water in the new permeable sub-grade material, 
preventing further erosion beneath the house.

In addition, the use of Aerix’s Auto Foam Generator injection 
system enabled this project to be completed within one day, 
which was vital to a house that was in great danger of losing its 
structural integrity.  With Aerix and PLDCC, the foundation of this 
home is now secure and the residents can rest in peace.

Owner:  Private Residents


